Online Shopping

ACROSS
1 Icon that symbolizes a secure web transaction
6 Search for these online and you could save money (2 words)
7 Card that provides the most consumer protection to an online shopper
10 Three digit number located on the back of a Visa or MasterCard, used as a form of identification (2 words)
14 Online business that conducts payment and money transfers through the Internet
15 Online tool that will notify you when an item you want to buy drops to a specified price range (2 words)
16 This abbreviation appears in the search bar when it turns green
17 Fees that increase the cost on an online purchase

DOWN
2 Card similar to writing a check, this method of payment is deducted directly from your checking account
3 Goals of this agency include protecting consumers and preventing fraud, deception, and unfair business practices in the marketplace
4 Items purchased online must be shipped to the customer within ____ days of sale
5 Product reviews that are too good to be true
6 Distorted images of letters and numbers used to prevent automated use of a website
8 Smartphone link to a credit card or bank account (2 words)
9 Never shop online when your computer is connected to the Internet through a ____ (2 words)
10 The Internet makes this easy--checking multiple sites for product features and prices (2 words)
11 The cost of an item fluctuates frequently based on a variety of factors (2 words)
12 Merchant rules about sending back unwanted merchandise purchased online (2 words)
13 Sales, transactions, refunds and other business performed online
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